Global solutions.
Local expertise.

OIL & GAS

Incidents relating to the oil and gas industry can, at times, reach great importance
internationally with high costs that can compromise the company’s long-term viability,
thus making necessary a high level of specialization in identifying the source and
minimizing the potential consequences.

Upstream
Identifying and quantifying damage
caused during exploration and
production work.

Ana Franco de Sarabia
General Manager

Midstream
Quantifying damage, cause analysis
in the distribution of hydrocarbons.

T +34 915 663 215
M +34 682 498 845
E ana.franco@es.sedgwick.com

Downstream
Determination of damages, effect
on third parties and investigation
of source and cause analysis in the
refining sector.

Juan García-Cubillana

Petrochemicals
Investigation of causes, quantifying
damages and loss of industrial profits.
Gas plants
Determination of damages
underground, identifying the origin
and nature of spills, quantifying and
analyzing risks.
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For more information or to provide new
instructions, please contact us at:

Environemntal Division
Manager
T +34 91 566 3221
M +34 670 788 374
E juan.garciacubillana@es.sedgwick.com

Alejandro Cruz
Energy & CAT Division
Manager
T +34 91 533 6214
M +34 682 498 846
E alejandro.cruz@es.sedgwick.com

Sedgwick offices
Coverage

International presence
The team of experts at Sedgwick, which
is comprised of engineers and specialists
from the area, have developed their
expert work on oil and gas accidents
in more than 65 countries. Moreover,
they have available the necessary
collaboration and advice from other
departments at the company such as
energy, environment, transportation, etc.
Specialized services
•• Investigation and monitoring of losses
and damages.
•• Strategic solutions tailored to your
specific needs.
•• Use of specialized technology to
maximize the estimation of damages.

“The oil & gas team at Sedgwick has over 30 years of
experience in losses related to industrial spills, mining
accidents, sinking of ships, management of landfills and both
industrial and forest fires, which has allowed us to develop a
high degree of efficiency in loss adjusting this type of claims.”
Juan Garcia-Cubillana Vázquez-Reina | Sedgwick Iberia

For more information, please visit Sedgwick.com/es
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